
Roman Pottery from Excavations in Normangate Field, 
Castor, Peterborough, 1962-3 

by JR. Perrin and Dr G. Webster 

Introduction (JR. Perrin) 
This report deals with material recovered from two short 
seasons of small excavations in Normangate Field, 
Castor (Fig. 1)1 directed by Dr G.Webster in 1962 and 
1963. The nature of the work and the main features 
revealed are discussed below. The primary purpose of 
this report is to publish details of the considerable 
amount of pottery, dating from the second to fourth 
centuries, which was recovered. This included a number 
of pit-groups with apparently short time-spans. These 
are referred to by area and layers eg (11) 2-3. 

In the years since the finds were first excavated and 
then stored some material has been mislaid, and the 
original drawings have become soiled or damaged. The 
latter have been redrawn where possible but not enough 
of the iron and copper alloy objects could be located to 
make publication of these worthwhile. Missing pottery 
is identified in the catalogue by a * and their fabric 
descriptions are based on earlier observations which 
cannot be verified. The specialist report on the samian 
ware has been checked and amended by Mr B.R.Hartley 
and Miss B. Dickinson. The pit-groups are arranged in 
an approximate chronological order, and a number of 
additional types are illustrated from the topsoil and other 
unrelated features or layers. 

The pottery and finds were originally drawn by Miss 
Patricia Mallett. Her samian drawings could be used 
unchanged but those of the other pottery needed to be 
prepared for publication by Mrs K.Perrin, who also drew 
some additional sherds2 the location plan (Fig. 1) and 
amended Dr. Webster's original site plan (Fig. 2). As 
with the fmds the original pottery catalogues and 
drawings are part of the site archives, stored at 
Peterborough Museum. 

The Excavations (Dr G. Webster) 
Although the 1958 excavations 3 had produced kilns and 
useful groups of pottery, one of the disappointments was 
that so little of the section of the local industry 
concerned with the manufacture of barbotine wares had 
been found. It was this factor which had inspired further 

research in the areas north of the River Nene. 
The excavations in Normangate Field of 1962-3 

(Fig.2) were organised as a kiln-hunting project. By now 
positive and accurate results were expected from the 
proton-magnetometer 4 and surveys were carried out by 
Dr Martin Aikten to detect strong and concentrated 
anomalies which could indicate the location of kilns. 
Subsequent excavations were focussed on points of high 
magnetic intensity, and it was only after considerable 
effort that it was appreciated that the anomnalies were 
in fact large rubbish pits, wells and hearths. Most of 
these were so large that it was beyond our resources to 
excavate them fully. A scatter of occupation associated 
with buildings was also revealed, but these could only 
be sampled, and then left for future, open-plan, 
excavations. The 1962-3 excavations were directed by 
Dr G. Webster, with Mrs. G. Brown as both technical 
and finds assistant. 

1962 Season (Fig. 2) 
This ran from September 17th to 30th with a small 
labour force, consisting mainly of undergraduates, 
totalling fifteen, of whom seven stayed for the full 
period. They were supplemented at weekends by 
members of the Peterborough Museum Society and 
some other visitors. A 50ft grid (Fig. 2) was laid out by 
the Museum Society members. It covered an area some 
250ft. by 200ft. in which Dr Aitken' s 
proton-magnetometer survey had located thirteen 
anomalies ranging from 25 to 70 gamma. All were 
explored except for two each of 25 and 30 gamma. In 
addition an area in G 11 was stripped. 

The features revealed were two wells (Areas 3 and 6), 
two hearths (Areas 4 and 7), a large oval pit measuring 
nine feet deep by ten feet (maximum) with vertical sides 
(Area 8), a conical shaped pit eight feet six inches in 
diameter and seven feet deep (Area 5), and three 
medium-sized pits (Areas 9, 10 and 11). Only the well 
in Area 6 was bottomed, but all the pits were emptied, 
except the particularly large one in Area 8, which was 
sampled. 
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Several rectangular buildings, some with stone 
foundations, were also noted and partially explored by 
trenching. In the more thoroughly investigated northern 
part of the excavation a street some sixteen feet wide 
was uncovered and sectioned, revealing five main 
surfaces with associated side ditches. An earlier street 
around four feet below the modern ground surface was 
also encountered; this was surprising as elsewhere the 
natural subsoil was within two or three feet of the 
present surface. 

A large amount of pottery and ironwork, including 
traces of smelting, and twenty-nine coins were 
recovered. Only four of these were securely stratified. 

1963 Season (Fig. 2) 
The original intention of the 1963 season was to 
complete some of the investigations of 1962, but this 
was not possible as that area was still under crop at the 
time of the excavations (September 16th-27th). The 
decision was therefore taken to explore a new area to 
the east. The labour force was smaller with ten in the 
first week, but only three in the second. Numbers were 
again augmented at weekends by members of the Peter
borough Museum Society and visitors, together with 
pupils from Stamford School and another at St. Ives. 

Likely points for investigation were again located by 
a proton- magnetometer survey carried out by Dr Aitken 
within a prepared fifty-foot grid. Not all of the 
anomalies could be examined, but three which were 
proved to be rubbish pits, including a large one in Area 
14. In Areas 15 and 16 sequences of intersecting pits 
and gulleys were revealed, while Area 17 contained a 
long hearth, much damaged by the plough. Trenching 
near C14 unc.overed part of a wall foundation, but this 
could not be fully investigated. The earlier road found 
in 1962 was sectioned, and showed four surfaces with 
associated ditches on the west side only. A timber 
building, apparently contemporary with the last 
metalling, was also noted. 

The Pottery (I. R. Perrin) 

Abbreviations 
LNVGW - Lower Nene Valley Grey ware; LNVCC
Lower Nene Valley colour-coated ware; CGCC -
Central Gaulish colour-coated ware; BBl and BB2 -
Black-burnished ware, Categories 1 and 2; OXCC -
Oxfordshire colour-coated ware. 

The dating of the groups 
Samian ware in both (11) 2 and 3, and (14) 7-9 
indicates that these were filled with material which had 
been in use in the second quarter of the second century, 
and this date is supported by two stamped mortaria in 
the former (51-2), and worn Trajanic coins in the latter. 

Other samian ware suggests that (16) 1-3 was also filled 
in the early to mid second century, and that (8) 1-8 was 
of mid to late second century derivation. The pottery 
from the upper levels (layers 1-5) of the pit in area (14) 
is mainly of a similar date to the latter, but coins in 
layers 1 and 2 show that it was still enough of a feature 
to receive rubbish in the later third and fourth centuries. 
There is little or no additional dating evidence for the 
other groups except the mid fourth century coin in the 
bottom layer of the well in area (6). The dates given for 
these groups are based on parallels for the pottery they 
contained from other, mainly local, sites. Unfortunately 
at the time of writing many of these are not yet 
published. The principle sites are Chesterton, Monument 
97, Orton Hall Farm, Elmlea Castor (Green et al 
1986n), Grandford (potter and Potter 1982) and Maxey 
(Gurney 1985). 

The comparative assemblages of particular interest at 
Monument 97 (M97) was a large deposit of pottery 
discarded in a ditch when the site was abandoned 
around the middle of the second century. Orton Hall 
Farm (OHF) was occupied from the late Iron Age 
through to the Saxon period and produced a number of 
clearance groups dating to the mid and late second 
century which are of use. Pit 1 at Castor contained 
Hadrianic-Antonine samian and mortaria (op.cit. p. 
121-4), while pits and layers of Period 11 or II-III at 
Grandford (1963 site, op. cit. 15-24) are dated in the 
range late first to mid second century, mainly by samian 
ware. Period 8 features at Maxey (op. cit. 96-111) are 
dated between the late first to late second centuries. The 
widest range of useful groups occurred in association 
with various buildings lining the roman road to the 
south of Durobrivae, at modern-day Chesterton. They 
are dated by samian ware and coins to the early to mid 
second, the mid to late second, the late second to mid 
third, the mid to late third, the fourth and the mid to late 
fourth centuries. 

Sources of the pottery 
Only a small proportion of the pottery was from 
recognised non-local sources and comprised (see below) 
BB1, CGCC, OXCC, East Midlands wares, possible 
Swanpool products and shell-gritted ware probably from 
kilns in the Bourne or Greetham areas. 

Kilns at Waternewton (Hartley 1960, 6; Wild 1974, 
161) and Orton (I. Meadows, pers. comm.) may have 
been producing both shell-gritted and 'belgic' style 
pottery in the later first century and there was some 
evidence from later excavations in Normangate Field to 
suggest that there was some shell-gritted ware 
production there also (Dannell and Wild 1971, 8). The 
directors of these later excavations were also of the 
opinion that the fine, grey 'belgic' -derived jars and other 
types could have been made in the immediate vicinity 
(ibid,8). 
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Fig. 2: Original site plan of Normangate Field (amended) 

There can be no certainty, however, until actual kilns 
firing such vessels are found. The doubt is most acute 
in relation to the 'belgic' -derived grey wares and their 
connection with LNVGW. It is supposed that the former 
are the precursors of the latter but there is no real 
evidence. The fabric variations (cf Dannell and Wild 
1987, 167, Type 142) may represent differing centres of 
production, clay sources or clay preparation or a mixture 
of two or all of these. There is as yet no way of 
knowing if such variations were contemporary or 
sequential. Obviously more information is needed before 
the development of the local industry in the second 
century can be properly understood. 

The wares 

Greyware 
11-16, 65-74, 141, 158, 163, 187-8, 
198-9, 244, 253-5, 272, 281-2 
Parallels for most of the jars can be found on the sites 
noted above. The less common types are 66-7,141 and 
253. The first two are clearly connected in form and are 
not too different to some of those occurring in LNVGW 
(eg 75, rim of 78). With the exception of 272 all occur 
in contexts dating mainly to the first half of the second 
century, or the mid to late second century at the latest. 
272 can be readily matched in later fourth century levels 
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at OHF and Great Casterton (Gillam 1951, Fig. 9, 23), 
and is probably of East Midlands origin. 

The dishes and bowls are far harder to find parallels 
for except the fourth century 282 (probably of East 
Midlands origin) at Chesterton, OHF and Great 
Casterton (Corder 1961, Fig. 24, 3), and 254-5 which 
also occur on many of these sites in mainly third 
century deposits. The 'gallo-belgic' derived dishes (cf 
136-7) are far less well represented in the Normangate 
Field groups than at other local sites of the same period. 
The form of 71 usually occurs in creamware (cf 53) and 
this vessel may have become grey in colour through a 
fault in firing, or subsequent use or burning. 281 appears 
to be a beaker and may, therefore, be a similarly 
affected LNVGW (cf 260 and possibly 211; see below). 
The odd vessel 199 is placed with the grey wares for 
convenience. It is quite possibly a form of crucible. 16 
and 74 are lid-like in form, but they are crudely finished 
and may, therefore, have been made for another, specific 
purpose (cf 122 and 177-8; see below). 

LNVGW 
17-40,75-92, 142-9, 1591, 164-71, 189-90,200-05,228-33, 
245-6, 256-62, 273, 283 
The second century pit group assemblages, and 
particularly the two main ones (11) 2-3 and (14) 7-9, are 
noticeably biased toward jars. The forms of these in the 
main pits are standardised especially with regard to 
globular jars with simple everted rims and, sometimes, 
cordons. With this type the only variation is in the 
decoration. All of the jar forms can matched at 
Chesterton, except 82-3, including an exact parallel for 
17 in a Hadrianic- Antonine pit-groupS, but jars with 
similar burnished line decoration are not common on 
other local sites. Conversely the 'slashed' cordon jar is 
much more apparent on other local sites than it is in 
these Normangate Field assemblages. Those in (5) I, 
228-30, are probably survivals in use. The closest 
parallel to 78 is from Grandford (op. cit. Fig. 25, 124) 
but has a 'slashed' cordon in place of the burnished 
decoration. The Normangate Field groups also differ 
markedly from most other local sites in not having many 
examples of the ubiquitous 'necked' type of jar (cf 231). 
200 and 232 are close in form to vessels from the third 
century kiln G at Stibbington (Wild and Perrin, 
forthcoming), and 143,246 and 259 are also common in 
third century contexts. The indented jar 85 is an unusual 
type, as is an unillustrated vessel from (9) 1 represented 
by fragments showing alternating horizontal zones of 
lattice and rouletted decoration. 

Most of the dishes and bowls occurr elsewhere in 
later second and third century assemblages. The 
carinated variety 87-8 and 146 is not easy to parallel 
even at Chesterton, though a similar vessel does occur 
there in a fabric more akin to 'London' ware (cf 124). 
The vessels with burnished lattice, line or loop 

decoration, 39, 89,147 and 171, reminiscent of BB1 and 
BB2, can be matched on most local sites with second 
half of second century deposits. The other bead or 
triangular rim vessels 169-70, 202-3, 233, 262, and 273, 
the plain rim vessels 148-9 and 204-5, ·and the grooved 
rim variety 92 are ubiquitous and continue in use 
throughout the third century. The handled version 261 
has not been noted previously. The hemispherical 
vessels 38 and 90 , some with a flange 91 and 168, are 
far less common. 91 can be matched at Fengate (Hayes 
1984, fig. 132, 102). Most of the remaining LNVGW 
vessel types from Normangate Field, including the 
decorated 'gallo-belgic' type dish 37 and 283 and the 
beakers apparently in LNVGW, 201 and 260, occur on 
most local sites. 

LNVCC 
46-8, 172-4,206-225,234-41,247-8,263-9,274-6,284-94 
The pottery illustrated would seem to imply that 
LNVCC did not occur in any quantity until the later 
second century, but there were a number of fragments 
of Lower Nene Valley roughcast ware from the lower 
and upper layers of the pit in area (14), and an 
apparently colour-coated sherd from a 'slashed' cordon 
jar in layer 8. Examples of both are also found on other 
local sites. 

A vessel similar to 46 occurred at Chesterton in a 
later context. The dishes 47-8 are of particular interest 
as the colour-coating only covers the internal surface 
and rim, and is reminiscent of pompeian-red ware. The 
slip on 48 is slightly micaceous. A type of pompeian-red 
ware was made at Longthorpe in the first century 
(Dannell. and Wild 1987, 143 and 145), and it is 
tempting to think that the Normangate Field vessels 
represent the local continuation of the technique. 
Whether 47-8 could also be regarded as an intermediate 
stage toward full, all-over colour-coating is open to 
conjecture. No parallels can be noted from other local 
sites of the period. The occurence of locally- produced 
colour-coated ware of any type in the pit-groups (11) 
2-3 and (14) 7-9 strongly suggests that production had 
begun before the middle of the second century. 

Upper layers in (8) 1-8 and (14) 1-5 contained 
mid-third century funnel-neck beakers, and painted 
sherds from the latter group are probably of a similar 
date. Parallels for most of the LNVCC illustrated can be 
readily found both locally and further afield. Of the less 
common types 290-1 have colour-coats which make 
them possibly more akin to 47-8, and the barbotine 
motif on 286 is usually found only on beakers. 
Presumably it is contemporary with these, and of late 
second to mid third century date. The triangular and 
grooved rim dishes, 173 and 221, occur in small 
amounts on most local sites, and the plain rimmed 
example 222 show that this type is not purely fourth 
century in date. The isolated handle 236 appears likely 
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to have been part of a cantharus- type vessel (cf Hull 
1963, fig. 55, 1). 287-8 are the same fonn as the 
three-handled vessel from the late fourth century well at 
Stibbington (Howe et al 1980, Fig. 7, 78), and is 
generally similar to one made in OXCC (Young 1977, 
Type C84). All the known examples are mid fourth 
century at the earliest. 

Cream ware 
49-53, 93-102, 154-6, 180, 192-3, 249-50, 278-9, 305-9 
The mortarium6 potters Viator (51) and Conrilus (308) 
are now both well- known and worked, probably in the 
Lower Nene Valley, in the Hadrianic- Antonine period. 
The other stamp (52) has horizontal striations suggesting 
a wooden die and might be read as Minus or something 
similar. The fonn suggests an Antonine date, and the 
foot-ring is most unusual perhaps implying that the 
vessel may have started as a flagon. There is a waster 
crack across the rim. The other illustrated mortaria are 
found on most local sites; 309 is of late third to fourth 
century date and 279 is a fourth century fonn. 
Unillustrated vessels are mainly of the reeded flange 
variety, though there was a fragment from a possible 
Mancetter- Hartshill wall-sided vessel with a painted 
vertical line from well (6) 4. 

Flagons similar to 93-4, 192 and 305 occur on most 
local sites in the Antonine period. The large vessel 49 
does not have a local parallel, but can be matched in 
size by a vessel from Verulamium (Frere 1972, Fig. 
123,819).98 is also unusual. Cream ware hemispherical 
flanged bowls like 53, 100 and 249 occur on all local 
sites in deposits mainly of the later second century but 
also lasting into the third century. None of the 
Nonnangate Field examples, including those not 
illustrated, had painted 'blobs' on the flange 
characteristic of later second and third century vessels 
(Howe et al, Fig. 8, 99). The painted lines on 53 are 
reminiscent of those on vessels made at Little Chester 
(Brassington 1971, Fig. 7), though the fabric seems 
local. Migration of a potter is possible. 

Carinated, reeded bowls like 99, 180 and 250 are 
similarly found on most local sites with mid to late 
second century deposits. A vessel close to 156 occurred 
in a mid second century layer at Grandford (op. cit. Fig. 
22, 86). The cup-like vessel 155 is most unusual. 
Narrow-mouthed decorated flasks similar to 95 are 
present in small numbers on most local sites, and most 
of the other cream ware jars from Normangate Field can 
also be easily matched. The small vessel 154 is 
relatively rare in comparison. The form of jar 193 (there 
was another in the same area, layer 1) is basically that 
of 75-7 and others in LNVGW, and it is far more 
common in that ware. 

Most second century assemblages in the vicinity 
contain cream ware lids. The vessel from the well fill, 
278, is similar to tall narrow vessels from Stibbington 

(Wild and Perrin, forthcoming), and a possible base for 
the type was noted at Great Casterton in a late fourth 
century deposit (Corder 1961, Fig. 24, 15). Examples of 
similar vessels also occurred in late fourth century 
contexts at Chesterton, and the type obviously had a 
specific, if as yet unrecognised, function. 

Shell-gritted wares 
54-62, 103-123, 160-1, 175-9, 
191, 227, 242, 271, 277, 295-304 
The dark brown to black ware in the body and surface 
of which white shell particles are readily visible was 
probably made in the kilns discovered at Bourne 
(J .Samuels and R.Pollard, pers. comm.) and Greetham 
(Bolton 1968). Jars similar to those at Normangate Field 
54-5, 301-3 are recorded on most local sites in second 
century contexts. Lids like 176 and 304 are less 
common. The other shell-gritted forms are ubiquitous 
and the extent to, and amount in, which they occur is 
further evidence for local production. The only unusual 
forms from the various 1962-3 groups are 122, and 
177-9 (see greyware 16 and 74 and below). 

'London-type' wares 
41-5, 124-9, 162?, 181-2, 194-5,251,310 
The variety of fabrics in which these occur, and the 
range of decorative techniques and motifs used on the 
vessels suggests that some, and probably most, were 
made in the lower Nene Valley. The forms and the 
decoration of the Normangate Field examples can be 
paralleled on all local sites, and the combined evidence 
shows that, though they were most popular in the early 
to mid second century, they continued in use, and 
possibly production, further into the century. The jar or 
beaker 162 is perhaps more akin to vessels like 19. 

Miscellaneous wares 
The small amounts, the forms and the date of the BB 1 
from the 1962-3 excavations can be matched on many 
local sites. BB2 is generally as uncommon locally as it 
appears here. CGCC at the moment seems to be limited 
in local rural distribution to the higher status sites like 
OHF, and it is likely to be far more common in and 
around Durobrivae itself. OXCC occurs regularly in 
deposits post-dating the mid fourth century; the Or 45 
imitation in (16) layer 1 (unillustrated) is one of the 
rarer forms locally. The fragment of a flanged bowl 312 
is in fabric and overall appearance similar to Swanpool 
or perhaps South Yorkshire products. It is paralleled, 
even down to the point of the break, by a vessel from 
York (perrin 1981, Fig. 38, 516). 

The hard grey fabric of 311 links it most closely to 
the South- East English Group of Romano-British glazed 
wares (Arthur 1978, 298ft). It has 'bubbles' of glaze on 
the rim (ibid. 300), but is rather too fragmentary to be 
certain of the precise form, though an imitation of a 
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samian ware form seems most likely. It is currently the 
only known example of this ware from local sites 
though at a cursory glance it could easily be mistaken 
for a vessel of medieval date, and other examples may 
have, therefore, not been recognised in the past. 

Two varieties of mica-gilt wares occured in the 
Normangate Field groups. 294 is really a variety of 
LNVCC with mica added to the slip, and other 
examples of this type are found on most local sites with 
mid-second to mid-third century occupation. 157 has a 
reduced core and is generally more reminiscent of a type 
of mica-gilt ware known, and probably made, at London 
and elsewhere (Marsh 1978, 122-3). The form of 157 is 
uncertain; it is illustrated as a cup or dish, but it might 
be a lid or, less probably, a flagon (ibid. types 3 and 4). 

The pink/orange and buff wares are varieties which 
occur on most local sites. It is possible that 186 is 
misfIred greyware, and grey ware equivalents of 136-7 
are more usual. The fabric of which 134-5 are 
representative often appears soft and underfued. 196 is 
a predominantly fust century form and is well 
represented on local sites of that date (cf Green 1960, 
Fig. 3,9 a-c; Frere 1972, Fig. 100, 35). There are two 
types of grogged ware from the 1962-3 groups - a soft, 
pink/orange variety 63, 130, and 133, and a harder, 
basically cream ware type 64, 131-2, and 197. They 
seem to occur locally almost exclusively as jars, with 
the creamware examples usually having a rim suited to 
a lid. It is likely that both fabrics were of 
Northamptonshire origin for they are much better 
attested there (Brown and Alexander 1982, Brown and 
WoodfIeld 1983, Fabrics 34 and 35 a and b). Examples 
occur at Ashton, a few kilometres to the west of 
Durobrivae (E.MacRobert, pers. comm.), but as yet can 
only be cited at Chesterton (both) and OHF (cream 
ware) more locally. 

Evidence for industrial activity 
The shell-gritted ware perforated 'disc' 179 is a 
recognised piece of portable kiln furniture (Swan 1984, 
65, PI. 21), and it is possible that the poorly made and, 
in one case, fued 'lids' 16, 74, 122 and 177-8 could be 
kiln furniture of some sort. It is open to question 
whether the kilns that they were from produced pottery 
for hearths and 'kilns' of numerous types have been 
found in Normangate Field (Dannell and Wild 1971, 
7-15), and the possible crucible 199 is a further 
indication of mixed industrial activity. If the 'lids' were 
used in the fIring of pottery the fact that they occur in 
both shell-gritted and greyware might indicate that both 
these were made in the vicinity. Moreover it has been 
noted before that the fabric of much of the creamwares, 
the LNVGW and the LNVCC is very similar and this, 
together with certain other factors - three mortaria 
makers, common forms in different fabrics, shared types 

and the variety of decorative techniques and motifs, the 
outsize flagon and the cracked mortarium - might 
indicate that much of the pottery from the features, 
especially those of the second century, was producted 
nearby. 

Vessels 18, 28, 75 and particularly 81 provide an 
interesting insight into the craft of the potter. On each of 
these the decorated zone was reduced and 'confIned', 
after it had been added, by selective burnishing. 81 
shows quite clearly that the zone of latticing was 
achieved by burnishing away the top and bottom of 
what had been a continuous interlaced loop decoration. 
It must have been easier for the potter to create the 
lattice in this way rather than by a series of right-to-Ieft 
and left-to- right diagonal lines. It is also clear from 
looking at vessels 75-9 and 87-8, for example, that the 
potter started with the same type and size of base for 
both jars and bowls, the only difference being the height 
and rim width of the finished vessel. The foot-ring on 
mortarium 52 (above) is also similar in dimensions and 
character; no doubt those of the flagons were the same. 

Date of the activities in Normangate Field 
The evidence from the 1962-3 excavations strongly 
suggests that the occupation of the area began in the 
Hadrianic period, or a little before; a conclusion which 
is supported by the results of later seasons (Dannell and 
Wild 1971, 7-15). Activity clearly continued on an 
intense scale well in to the third century, but the fourth 
century is poorly represented, probably due to the 
removal of the latest levels by ploughing (ibid. 15). The 
topsoil and topmost layers contained a certain amount of 
fourth century material, and it was better represented in 
the deeper features such as the well in area (6). 

Comparison with other local assemblages 
Parallels for almost all the fabrics and vessel types 
found during the 1962-3 excavations can be found on 
many, and sometimes all, of the main sites listed above, 
(p.37) and other minor ones as well. The greatest 
correlation, especially in the second century, is with the 
deposits at Chesterton; this is not surprising for it is also 
close to Durobrivae. Pit 1 at Castor also has a high 
correlation - this site is also nearby to the north. It 
appears, however, that the range can be affected by the 
size or status of a site, particularly in the rural context, 
for there is noticeable variation between deposits of 
similar date. It was noted in the introduction that pits (1) 
17, (11) 2-3 and (14) 7-9 could be quantified. The only 
comparable group to (1) 17 was Pit F8 at Chesterton 
which had a remarkably similar range and proportion of 
fabrics and vessel types. Table 1 below gives the 
average percentage (based on weight and rim 
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percentage) of the main fabrics in the other two groups 
and a number of similar date from other local sites 7. 

Site Grey LNVGW LNVCC Cream Shell 

NGF 11 30 22 3 19 23 
NGF 14 30 18 <1 9 30 
Chesterton F265 26 32 14 20 
M97 closure 47 21 6 25 
OHF F813 36 8 3 3 43 
OHF FlO25 42 11 3 33 
OHF F1048 31 33 2 8 17 

Table 1: Average percentage of the main fabrics 

It is difficult to glean any obvious conclusions from 
the figures. The low proportion of LNVCC shows that 
it was probably not very common, especially on the 
rural sites, until the later second century. The relatively 
poor showing of LNVGW on the rural sites until the 
later second century (as at OHF F1048) might indicate 
that it took longer for the inhabitants to adopt new types 
or replace older vessels. It is interesting to note in this 

(["-VIif~M1ii1i''U''~D 
3 

CJillIDJE) 0 ~ O~'i'JD 
10 

connection that mortaria are not common on rural sites 
to the later second century. The proportion of grey and 
shell-gritted wares is high in nearly all the groups; this 
remains the case for the latter on rural sites throughout 
the roman period, and it is never scarce in any 
assemblege, except one that is purely high-level 
domestic. The other differences, both subtle and marked, 
in the groups must relate to the precise nature of their 
'parent' activity, and this is a fertile area for future 
study. 

On a related note it is interesting to speculate as to 
whether the discarding of similar assemblages at 
apparently the same time, as at Chesterton, Castor and 
Normangate Field, is merely to be expected when the 
pottery available and in use is standardised (especially 
if the occupation was of a similar nature), or whether 
the groups actually represent a single event or series of 
events which affected much of Durobrivae and its 
suburbs at the same time. Work at M97, Werrington 
(Mackreth, 1988), Fengate (pryor 1984) and OHF 
suggests that they too underwent sometimes dramatic 
changes in the mid second century. The precise nature 
of any historical changes which might have occurred at 
this time is a matter for conjecture. 

Fig. 3: Samian ware (scale 1 :2) 
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The Catalogue 
The colours of pottery fabric and surfaces (excluding 
samian ware and well-known non-local wares) are given 
in a 'range' form matched to the 'Munsell Soil Color 
Charts' (1971 edition), and prefixed by the letters CR. 
These, their Munsell codes and word descriptions are as 
follows: 

1 weak red 
2 red 
3 light red 
4 reddish yellow\ 

yellowish red 

S pink 
6 pinkish white 
7 pinkish grey 
8 reddish brown 

lOR4/4, 2.SYR4/2 
lOR4/6, 2.SYRS/6, 2.SYRS/8 
10R6/6, 2.SYR6/6. 2.SYR6/8 
SYRS/6. SYRS/8. SYR6/6. SYR6/8. 
SYR7/6. SYR7/8. 7.SYR6/8. 
7.SYR7/6. 7.SYR7/8. 7.5YR8/6 
SYR7/4, SYR8/4. 7.5YR7/4. 7.5YR8/4 
SYR8/2. 7.SYR8/2 
SYR6!2, SYR7!2, 75YR6!2, 7.5YR7/2 
2.SYR4/4.2.SYRS/4.SYR4/3.5YR4/4. 
SYRS/3. SYRS/4 

9 light reddish brown 2.5YR6/4. SYR6/4 
10 light brown 7.SYR6/4 
11 brown 2.SYRS/2. 7.SYRS/2. 

7.SYRS/3. 7.5YRS/4. lOYRS/3 
12 dark brown 7.SYR3/2. lOYR4/3 
13 dark reddish brown SYR2.S/2. SYR3/1 
14 very pale brown 10YR7/3. lOYR7/4. 10YR8/3. 

lOYR8/4 
IS light brownish grey 2.SY6/2. lOYR6/2 
16 greyish brown lOYRS/2. 2.SYS/2 
17 dark/very dark 10YR3/2. 10YR4/2. 2.SY3/2. 2.SY 4/2 

greyish brown 
18 light grey 

19 light grey/grey 
20 grey 
21 dark grey 
22 very dark grey 
23 light olive grey 
24 light blue grey 
2S dark greenish grey 
26 white 

27 yellow 
28 black! 

reddish black 

SYR7/1. 7.SYR7/0. 10YR7/1. 
lOYR7/2. 2.SY7/2. N7 
SYR6/1. 10YR6/l. N6. SY6/1 
lOYRS/l. SYS/l. NS 
10YR4/1. SY4/l. N4 
SYR3/l. lOYR3/l 
SY6/2 
SB7/1 
SBG4/1 
SYR8/1. 7.SYR7/0. lOYR8/1. 
lOYR8/2. 2.5Y8/2 
lOYR7/6. lOYR8/6 
lOR2.S/1. 2.SYRN2.S/0. SYR2.S/l. 
7.SYRN2.5/0. lOYR2.S/1. 
2.SYN2.S/0. SY2.S/1. SY2.S/2 

Where a number of different colours occur arbitrarily on 
the same pot, the ranges are linked with a + (e.g.18+24). 

Where the core varies from the surfaces the colours 
are separated by a I (e.g.18/14/18). In these cases. the 
internal surface colour is given first. then the core. then 
the external surface. The colours of the surfaces can 
vary (e.g.18/14/22). 

Where there is a 'sandwich' core. the colour(s) of 
this are separated from the surfaces by a 11 
(e.g.21//ll/19/11//21). 

Where the colour of a pot is uniform except for just 
one surface, a hyphen, -, is used (e.g.3-14). Sooting is 

not treated as a different colour. 
If the surface(s) of the pot have different coloured 

zones or areas, these are distinguished by a comma, " 
followed by text (e.g.18/5/18,21 patches). 

Colour ranges are not given for non-local wares which 
are adequately described elsewhere. 

Pit Group Area 11, Layers 2 and 3 
Early to mid C2 
Figure 3 
Samian Ware 
Layer 2 

Form 37. base fragment, South Gaulish? Flavian. 
Form 37. Central Gaulish. Hadrianic? 
Form 37, Central Gaulish. Probably early Antonine. 

1 Form 18131.Central Gaulish,with stamp lY'GOM".This die, 13a) 
occurs in Period la at Birdoswald (Birley 1930,186; ie after c. 
AD 125 and before c. AD 140), and under the forum at 
Wroxeter (ie before December AD 130). It may be assigned to 
c.AD 120-135 and it is interesting to note that the fabric is that 
of Lezoux, not Les Martres, where Dagomarus certainly worked 
under Trajan and early in Hadrian's reign. A stamp from the 
same die was recorded at Lezoux in 1%3, and the evidence 
seems to point strongly to migration from one centre to the 
other. 

Layer 3 
Form 18/31. Central Gaulish, with stamp MART M of Martius 
iii (Die 3b). Oswald (p.190) assigns all stamps to a single 
Lezoux poner dated 'Domitian-Hadrian'. In fact there are two 
Lezoux Martii, of which this is the earlier, and his stamp is 
always on forms 18131 or 27. Typologically thais piece should 
be late Hadrianic or early Antonine, c. AD 130-50 (cf. Birley 
1930, 185, Fig. 11,4 - Period la). 

2 Form 18131, Central Gaulish, form similar to the lasL Stamped 
P A VUJ M. There were several Paulli spanning the Hadrianic 
and Antonine periods. This die (3i) is to be assigned to Paullus 
iv who began work under Hadrian and is represented in the 
Birdoswald Alley (ibid.), and frequently stamped form 27. 
Hadrianic or early Antonine, c.AD 135-160. 

Form 18/31 (or early 31). Central Gaulish. Late Hadrianic or 
early Antonine. Wear on the central kick suggests re-use after 
breakage. 

Several other form 18/31s of similar character and date to the 
previous. 

Form 27, stamped OFMOI with die 9a of Modestus, 
originally reading OFMOD, but broken and continuing in use. 
South Gaulish. Site records suggest a Neronian-early Flavian 
date. The footring is unwom, which tends to suggest residuality 
rather than survival in use. 

Form 27, Central Gaulish with a short stamp ending M, 
which so-far cannot be assigned. Mid-second century. 

The feel of the collection in Layer 3 is remarkably close to the 
material in the Birdoswald Alley-Period la of Hadrian's Wall, which 
should date between c.AD 125 and 139. It also has several points of 
contact with a pit-group of the Hadrianic period at Lezoux.The 
foot-rings are not very worn, and there is no reason, therefore, to think 
that any of the pieces are survivals. A date of deposit within a few 
years of c.AD 135 seems highly likely. 

Other wares 
Figure 4 
Grey ware 
11 CR3!2113,blackened surfaces. L2. 
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12 CR21/4/21. 12,3. 
13 CR 28/8/28. L3 
14 CR20/15/20. L3. 
15 CR19. L3. 
16 CR21,4 core edges. 12. Near complete. 

LNVGW 
17 CRI9/261/18!261/19. L3.Complete. 
18 CR21!19/21. L3. 
19 CR20+21/18/2Ot21. L3. 
20 CR21/4/21. L3. Near complete. 
21 CR26/14/26; 14+ 19+21surfaces. L3.Half vessel. 
22 CRI6+18/18/16+18. L3. 
23" CR22/18/22. L3. 
24 CRI9+20. 12. 
25 CR20+21/19/2Ot21. L3. 
26 CRI5+21/18+19/15+21. 12. 
27 CR 21/26/21. 12,3. 
28 CR20/21/20. 12. 
29 CRI5+19/26/15+19.12,3. 
30 CR21/18//201/18!21. L3. 
31 CR21/1O//21!11O/21. Ll,3 
32" CR20/18/20. L3. 
33 CR19/26/19. L3. 
34 CRl6+20/14/16+20. L3. 
35 CR15+ 18/26//20//26/15=18.12 
36 CR15+18/26/15+18. L3. 
37 CR20/26//20//26!20.L3 

Figure 5 
38 CR20/26/20. 12,3. 
39" CR20/18/20. L3. 
40 CR 19+20. 12. 

'London' - ware types 
41 LNVGW. CR15+20/18+26/15+20. L2,3. 
42 LNVGW. CRl6+20+21/26/16+20+21. L2,1. 
43 CR21/18/!221/18!21. L3. 
44 CR21. L3. 
45 CR11/21/11. 12,3. 
Also other sherds with compass, stamped circles and rouletted strip 
decoration. 

LNVCC 
46" CR8/14+26/9. L2. 
47 CR8/26/8. L2. 
48 CR26/4. L2,3. Micaceous slip. Burnt. 

Cream ware 
49 CR14/26/14. L3. Rim complete. 
50" CR14+26. L3. Sooted on rim and from shoulder 

downwards. 
51 CR4+14!26/4+14. L3.No base. 
52" CR14+26. 12. 
53 CR26; 8 paint. L3. Burnt rim. 
Also other hemispherical flanged bowls. 

Shell-gritted 
54 BournelGreetham. CR21. 12. 
55 BournelGreetham. CR21. L3. 
56 CR2+8. L2. 
57 CR9+10/21/4. L3 
58 CR4. L3. 
59 CR3+14. Ll,3. Sooted. 
60 CR3+14. L3. Sooted. 
61 CR3+12. L3. Sooted. 
62 CR11+21. 12,3. 

Grogged wares 
63 CR4!21!4;14 eXL surface. L2,3. 
64 CR15+181!14/26/14!115+18. L3. 

Pit Group Area 14, Layers 7 - 9 
Early to mid C2 
Coins 
Layer 7 

AD 87 Domitian Virtuta Augusti 
AD 98-117 Trajan Dupondius. Very Worn. 

Layer 9 
AD 98-117 Trajan. illegible. 

Samian ware Figure 3 
Layer 7 
3 Form 18/31 (or early 31), Central Gaulish. The stamp reads 

SCVlllMETTl M, a stamp now known at Lezoux. It solves a 
long-standing problem. Oswald (p.204) records a circular stamp 
which he interprets as METTl M(II)SCVILI, and assigns to a 
partnership of METTVS and MASCVIL VS. The Castor stamp 
allows this to be reinterpreted, for despite the unusual name 
there is no reason to suppose that more than one man is 
involved. His other forms include Curle 23 and 38 or 44. 
Unwom footring. Probably early Antonine. 

Form 33, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic. There are traces of 
internal fluting at the junction of base and wall, as with many 
examples of Hadrianic date found at Lezoux. 

Form 18/31, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic. 
Form 18/31 or 31 footring in a very light fabric with reddish 

glaze. This would normally be acceptable as Central Gaulish in 
a slightly unusual fabric. Hadrianic or Antonine period. 

Fragment of beaker with same fabric as previous. 
Layer 9 

Form 37 fragment, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or Antonine. One 
stroke of a cursive signature. 

4 Form 18/31 with stamp RVF. entral Gaulish. ie 2a of Ruffus ii 
of Lezoux reading RVFFI M. It also occurs on both forms 27 
and 38, and at Newstead (Curle 1911,240) in a pit with stamps 
of Cracuna, SeveNS and Suobnus, all of the early Antonine 
period. The form of this example looks typologically Hadrianic, 
and a general date of c. AD 130-50 would fit the evidence. 

5 Form 37 with stamp of A TT(IANI) retrograde. The panelled 
decoration has the following types: la boar (D.833/4) over leaf 
tips; Ib bear (D.820); 2 caryatid (D.655) over ring; 3a horseman 
(D. 158) over leaf tips; 3b double trifid ornament (S and S 1958, 
PI. 86, 10, for the same motif used vertically). This interesting 
bowl does not extend the known figure-type record for Attianus 
greatly, though the caryatid and use of the corner pendant are 
new. The evidence from sites and Lezoux suggest activity within 
the period c. AD 120-45. This not one of his typologically early 
pieces and a date of c. AD 130-45 seems likely. 

6 Four joining fragments from the same bowl. It is in the char
acteristic style of Acaunissa (S and S 1958, Pls. 79-81), and 
does not add to his known repertoire. It is interesting, however, 
in that it is a waster with kiln grit embedded in the decorated 
surface and a waster crack. It was presumably sold as a 
'second'. c. AD 125-45. 

Fragment joining sherds in Layers 2 and 5 from a form 37 
attributed to Doeccus. c. AD 160-90. 

Cup with strap handles, best described as a variant of form 
42/46. The edge of a rosette stamp survives. The fabric and 
finish argue a Hadrianic date. 

Two vessels of form 18/31, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic. 
Form 27, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic, perhaps early Antonine. 
Two vessels of form 18/31 or 31, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic 
or early Antonine. 
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Other wares Figure 6 
Grey ware 
65 CR16+1S/4/16+1S. L9. 
66 CR21n/2l. L9; 
67 CR21n/21. L9. 
68 CR19+20. L9 
69 CR20. L9. 
70 CR21/10//2S/IlO/2l. L9. 
71 CR21/20/2l. L9. Burnt? 
72 CR20+21/1S+19/20+2l. L9. 
73 CR21/17/1l9/1l7/2l. L9. 
74 CR2l. L9. 
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118 CRS. L7. 
119 CR14. L9. 
120 CR5-2S. L9. 
121 CR17. L9. 
122 CRS. L7,S. Sooted to 1" from rim internally and externally. 
123 CRS/16/S. L7. 

Fig . 9 
'London - ware' types 
124 CR19/21/19. L9. 
125 CR21/19//211!19/2l. L9. 
126 CR7+10/21n+1O. L9. 

Also jar neck sherd with burnished angular wavy-line decoration. 127 CR15+19+20/2S/15+19+20. L9,2. 
128 CR21/20/21. L7,S. 

LNVGW 
75 CR19+20/26/19+20. L9. 
76 CR15+19. L9. 
77 CR20/26/20. Ll,9. 
78 CR19/1S/19. LS. 
79 CR19+20/26/19+20. L9. 
80 CR20/26/20. L9. 
81 CR 16/1lS/20/1S/IlS+20. L7,2,4. 
82 CR19+20/26/19+20. L7. 
83 CR19+20/1S+19/19+20. L9. 
84 CR19/1S+19/19. L9. 
85 CR20/26/20. L9. 
86 CR15+19/1S/15+19. L9. 

Figure 7 
87 CRlS+19/26/1S+19. L9. 
88 CR19/26/19. L9. 
89 CR19/26/19. L9. 
90 CRlS/26/1S. L9. 
91 CR20/26/20. L9. 
92 CRI5+19/1S+19/15+19. L9. 
Also sherd of a 'slashed' cordon jar. 

Cream ware 
93 CR14;10patches. L9. 
94 CR26. LS. 
95 CR4/14/4;2paint. L7,9,5. 
96 CR26/20/26. L9. 
97 CR14. L9. 
98 CR26. L9. 
99 CR14+26.L9. 
100 CR14. L9.Burnt. 
101 CR26/21/26. L9. 
102 CR5+14. L9. 

Shell·gritted 
103 CR 5+14. L9. 
104 CRI0. L9? 
105 CRll. L9. 

Figure 8 
106 CR4. L9. 
107 CR4+S. L9.Hole in base. 
108 CR17+2S. L9. 
109 CR S-14. L9. Affected by fire? 
110 CRS·2S. L9. 
111 CRS+ll. Sooted. L9. 
112 CR3+12. Sooted. L9. 
113 CR3. L9. Burnt patches. 
114 CR9. L9. 
115 CR2S/8/2S. L9. 
116 CRlO/21/10. L9. 
117 CR4+10. L9. 

129 CRlO/41!19//4/1O. L9. 

'Grogged' wares 
130 CR5!l9+20/5. L9. 
131 CR3. L9. Sooted surfaces. 
132 CR3/20/3. L9. 
133 CR3!20/3 . L9. 

Pink/orange wares 
134 CR3/2l/3. L7. 
135 CR5+ 10/21/5+ 10. L9. 
136 CR4/19/4. L9.Micaceous surface. 
137 CR4+7/21/4+7. L9. 

BBl 
138 L9. 
139 L9. 
140 L9. 
Also sherd of a ?colour-coated ~slashed ' cordon jar, and a piece of 
Lower Nene Valley roughcast ware, unmarked but probably fonn this 
pit. 

Pit Group Area 8, Layers 1-8 
C2 
Sarnian ware Figure 3 
Layer 3 
7 Form 37. Serni-cursive signature ARCANI of Arcanus below the 

decoration, but not retrograde. Inside the footring the base has 
traces of a scratched signature or numeral. Panel decoration with 
wavy lines, cock to left (D.1026 = 0.2350); Venus (D.176); 
possibly chair-leg of seated Apollo (D.52) and vine spray. 
Hadrianic, but the footring is heavily worn and the bowl may 
have been in use for a long time. 

Layer 4 
Form 31R, Central Gaulish. Stamp MERCATOR, of Mercator, 
the broken version of 5a. Oswald (p.202) has 'Trajan-Hadrian', 
but it occurs consistently on Antonine fonns. Later than c. AD 
170 since the unbroken die occurs at Pudding Pan Rock on fonn 
79. 

Layer 7 
Form IS/31, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic-Antonine. 
Form?, Central Gaulish. Mid second century? 

Other wares 
Figure 10 
Grey ware 
141 CR20. L5. 
Also a plain-rimmed dish and a bead-rimmed dish reminiscent of BB2 
vessels. 
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Fig. 9: Pottery from Pit Group Area 14, layers 7-9 (scale 1 :4) 

LNVGW 
142 CRI5{26/{20/{26115. L1 
143 CR20/1S+26{20. lA 
144 CRlS LS. 
145 CRI5/1S/15. L6 
146 CR20/1S{20. lA. 
147 CRlS-20. L6 
14S CRI5+20{26/15+20. L6 
149 CR20/1S+26{20. lA 
Also sherd fonn other jars and dishes. 

Shell-gritted 
150 CRS-2. Ll. Sooted. 
151 CR2. L5. 
152 CR2-9. L6+7. Discoloured interior. 
153 Bourne!Greetharn. CR17+2S. 13. 
Also a jar with an 'undercut' rim. two large storage type jars and a 
fragment of a large vessel (cf Potter and Potter 1982, fig. 33,220). 

Cream ware 
154 CRl4+26. L5. Burnt? 
155 CR4/21/4. L6. Burnt. 
156 LNVCC? CRI4+26; 11+26 'wash' on top of rim and to a 

depth of 2crns. inside. L6. 
Also a sherd of a reeded flange rnortariurn and the spout of a curved
flanged rnortariurn. 

Miscellaneous 
157 CRlO{20/10. Mica-gilt. Saoted rim internally and externally. 
Also LNVCC sherds from plain and curved rim beakers and tall funnel 
neck indented beaker, and the base of a 'London ware' type bowl with 
external rouletted decoration. 

Pit Group Area 13, Layer 2 
C2 
158 Grey ware. CRI9+20{21/19+20. Also Ll. Two-thirds vessel. 

Stained? 
159* LNVGW? CR20/1S!20. 
160 Shell-gritted. CRll + 12. 
161* Shell-gritted. CRS. Sooted. 
162 'London-ware' type? CR18. 

Pit Group 14 Layers 1-5 
C2 
Coins 
Layer 1 

AD 26S-70. Claudius IT. 
AD 270-3. Barbarous radiate. 

Layer 2 
Fourth century. 

Layer 5 
AD 72-3. Vespasian. 
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Samian ware Figure 3 
Layer 2 

Layer 4 

Layer 5 
8 

9 

Fonn 37 with rivet hole, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or 
Antonine. 

Fonn 37 with blurred ovolo, possibly the Advocisus small 
ovolo (S. and S. 1958, Fig. 33, 2.) c AD 160-90. 

Central Gaulish fonns 18/31, 18/31 or31, 31R, 33, and 38. 
Hadrianic to mid-late Antonine. 

Central Gaulish fonns 18/31 or 31, 31 and 33. Hadrianic to 
Antonine, probably not later than c AD 160. 

Five fragments, some joining, from a very large Cental 
Gaulish fonn 37, with beaded borders, festoon with beaded 
border containing a Pan mask (D.675) on its side, and beaded 
circle. All would nonnally be accepted as diagnostic of the 
work of Doeccus, who also used the Pan (D.419). The ovolo 
is previously unrecorded for this potter, however, and should 
now be added to his repertoire. c AD 160-90. 
Fonn 37, Central Gaulish.The ovolo and acanthus tips were 
used by poners working at Les-Marres-de-Vere and members 
of the Sacer group at Lezoux. The sea-bull (D.29 = O. 42) is 
recorded on a bowl of Anianus at Wroxeter. This vessel is 
probably the work of the Sacer group at LeZOUx. c AD 
12540. 

Central Gaulish fonns 18/31, 33, 36, footring. Hadrianic or 
Antonine. 

Other wares 
Figure 11 
Grey ware 
163 CR16+20//11/20/11//16+20. Ll. 

LNVGW 
164 CRI5+19/26/19. Ll. 
165 CRI5+19!l4+18/15+19. Ll. 
166 CR 1 5/26/20. U. 
167 CR15/26/20. U. 
168 CR19. Ll. 
169 CR20/26/2l. U . 
170 CRI5//18/20/18//15. L2. 
171 CRI5/20/15. U. 

LNVCC 
172 CRI2/26!l2. Ll. 
173 CR8!26!8. L2. 
174 CRI2/26/12;IOpaint. LS. 
Also a sherd of a Lower Nene Valley roughcast beaker, a LNVCC 
beaker with painted decoration and a LNVCC funnel-neck indented 
beaker. 

Shell-gritted 
175 CR2/l/2. Ll. 
176 BoumelGreetham. CR28!21/28. Ll. 
177 CR3+4. LS. 
178 CR3. LS. burnt internally. 
179 CR2. U. 

Cream ware 
180 CR5+14. LS. 

'London - ware' types 
181 CR20//18/20/18//2l. Ll. 
182 CR16. L3+5. 

'Grogged' ware 
183 CRI4+l8. Ll. 

BBl 
184 Ll. 
185 L2. 

Buff/pink ware 
186 CR5. LS. 

Pit Group Area 16, Layers 1-3 
C2 
Samian ware Figure 3 
Layer 1 

Fonn 37, Central Gaulish, with aberrant ovolo of plain rings, as 
used by Donnacus and members of the Sacer group at Lezoux. 
cAD 12545. 

10 Fonn 18!31,Central Gaulish,with the stamp llBlNIM,which 
occurs at Les-Matres-de-Vere. Although common in Britain, 
with seven examples in the London Second Fire deposits of c 
ADI25-30, this stamp has always been difficult to interpret. It 
is now possible, however, to show that the die gradually 
deteriorated and developed a crack. The original reading was in 
fact B LBINI.M (Die 2a). The footring is slightly worn and the 
piece has a rivet hole. c AD 110-30. 

Central Gaulish fonns 18/31 and 38. Hadrianic and Antonine. 
Layer 2 

Fonn 37 rim, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or early Antonine. 
Fonn 18/31, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or early Antonine. 

Layer 3 
Fonn 37, Central Gaulish, with aberrant ovolo of Libertus and 
Butrio. c AD 115-40. 
Central Gaulish fonns 18/31, 36 and 46 (barbotined). Hadrianic. 

Other wares 

Figure 12 
Grey ware 
187 CR15+19!18/15+l9. L3 
188 CR16!21/l6. L3 
Also part of a cheese-press base. 

LNVGW 
189 CRI9+20/26/19+20. U Complete but for rim 
190 CR14. L3. Misfired 

Shell-gritted 
191 CR3!20/3. Ll. 
Also part of a crude? lid similar to 74 and 177. 

Cream ware 
192 CR5+14. Ll 
193 CR14;lbands. Ll 
Also sherds of another jar like 193, but unpainted. 

'London - ware' types 
194 CR14+27. U 
195 CR17+21!21/17+2l. L3 

Miscellaneous 
196 Buff/grey. CRI5+16/3/l5+16. U 
197 'Grogged' CR3!l9/3. U. Third of vessel. 
Also a sherd from an OXCC imitation samian fonn 45 mortariurn. 

Pit Group Area 1, Layer 17 
Late C2 to mid C3 
Sarnian ware 

Fonn 18/31R, Central Gaulish. Late Hadrianic or early 
Antonine. 
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Fonn 27, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic-Antonine 
Fonn 31, Central Gaulish. Hadrianic or early-Antonine. 
Fonn 31, Central Gaulish. Antonine. 
Fonn 35, Central Gaulish. Second century. 

212 CRll/14/11. Bronze tinge. 
213 CRlO/26/1O. 
214 CR4+13/26/4. Firing band. 
215 CRS+25/14/S+25. Half vessel. Firing band 
216 CR2l/16/21. Blue tinge. 
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Other wares 
Figure 13 

217 CR22+25/26/22+25.Two·thirds vessel. Rouletted through the 

Grey ware 
198 CR20/S/20.Body sherd with incised decoration from same 

vessel. 
199 CR19. Splashes of glaze. Crucible? 

LNVGW 
200 CRI9/1S+19/19. Two-thirds vessel 
201 CR22/26/22. 
202 CR20/19/20. 
203 CR22/26/22. 
204 CR 19+20/26/19+20 
205 CR21/26/21. 

LNVCC 
206 CRI9/14/19. Blue tinge. 
207 CR25/l4/25. Blue tinge. 
208 CR3/26/l1. Bronze tinge. 
209 CR25/14/21. Blue tinge. 
210 CR2/14/2. 
211 CR22/26/22. 

colour-coat. 
218 CR22/26/22. 
219 CR21/lS/21. 
220 CRS/14/S. 
221 CR3+7/l4/3+7. 
222 CRI6/14/l6. Olive tinge. 
223* CRS/3/S;26paint. 
224 CR2+3/l4/2+3. 
225 CR13/26/13. 
Also sherds from a number of boxes and miniature beakers. 

Miscellaneous 
226 CGCC. 
227 Shell-gritted CRlO+ 17. 
Also additional sherds of CGCC. 

Pit Group Area 5, Layer 1 
Late C2 to mid C3 
Coin 

AD 140-44 Antoninus Pius. 
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Samian Ware 
Form 37, Central Gaulish. Ovolo and rhomboid beads used by 
Iullinus and associates. c. AD 160-90. 
Form 37, Central Gaulish. Antonine. 
Form 18, South Gaulish. Probably Flavian. 
Two vessels, large variants of form 36, (cf. 0 and P 1920, PI. 
m, 17. Neiderbieber). Late second century. Central Gaulish. 
Form 36 variant with beaded edge to flange and unusual 
barbotine leaves. Fabric either Central or East Gaulish. 
Central Gaulish forms 31, 31R,33, 36, 38 or 44. Antonine. 

Other wares 
Figure 14 
LNVGW 
228 CR20; 18 core edges. 
229 CR21/18//19//18/21. 
230 CR19+20/26/19+20. Three-quarters vessel. 
231 CR19/26/19. 
232 CR18+19/26/18+19. 
233 CR15+19/18/15+19. Large piece. 
Also plain-rimmed dish similar to 148-9. 

LNVCC 
234 CR22//4/20/4//22. 
235 CRll/4/11. 
236 CR21/26/21. 
237 CRI2/14/8. 
238 CRI2/14/12. 
239 CR21/18//19+20//18/21. Also L+. Large piece. 
240 CR18+19. Misfired? Not slipped? 
241 CR12/14/12;3patches. 
Also sherds from a number of beakers including funnel-neck indented. 

Miscellaneous 
242 Shell-gritted CR2+ 12/20/2+ 12. 
243 BB1 

Pit Group Area 11, Layer 1 
Mid C3 with earlier 
Samian ware 

Form 33, Central Gaulish, stamped C . Hadrianic or early 
Antonine. 
Central Gaulish forms 18/31, 27, 35. Trajanic to early 
Antonine. 

Other wares 
244* Grey ware. CR21/3+18/21. 
245 LNVGW. CR21/26/21. 
246 LNVGW. CR20/26/20. 
247 LNVCC. CR9/26/9. 
248 LNVCC. CR8+13/14/8+13. 
249* Cream ware. CR14. 
250 Pink/cream ware. CR5. 
251* 'London-ware' type. CR22/20/22 
252 BB2. 

Pit Group Area 9, Layer 1 
C3 including mid to late 
Coin 

AD 367-78. Gratian. 

Samian ware 
A fragment of South Gaulish form 29, trimmed for use as a 
counter. Flavian. 
Form 37, Central Gaulish, with Vulcan (0.39). c AD 140-70. 

Other wares 
Figure 15 
Grey ware 
253 CR21. 
254 CR20. Stained. 
255 CR20/18/20. Stained. 

LNVGW 
256 CRI5+20/18/15+20. 
257 CR20. Stained. 
258 CR20. Stained. 
259 CR20/26/20. 
260 CR21/26/2l.Most of pot. 
261 CR15+ 18/26/15+ 18. 
262 CR 15+18+19/26/15+18+19. 
Also sherds from a large ?jar with horizontal zone of rouletted 
decoration between zones of burnished lattice. 

LNVCC 
263* CR22/14/22. 
264* CRlO/14+26/22. 
265 CR20/26/20. 
266* CRll/14+26/11. 
267* CR4+1O/14+26/4+1O. Metallic lustre. 
268* CRll +22/14+26/11+22. 
269* CR9/14+26?9. 
Also sherds from a funnel-necked indented beaker, a sherd with a 
painted spoked 'wheel' design, fragments of beakers with barbotine 
deer and dolphins, a sherd with painted 'wheel-spoke' design, and an 
imitation samian form 31. 

Miscellaneous 
270* CGCC. 
271* Shell-gritted CR2. Sooted. 
Also a sherd of cream ware with a painted circle motif. 

Well filling Area 6, Layers 4-10 
Late C3 to C4 
Coin (Layer 10) 

AD 350-60. Constantine IT. 
272 Grey ware. CR20. LS. 
273 LNVGW. CR20/18/20. U. 
274 LNVCC. CR11/14/11. LS. Bronze tinge. 
275 LNVCC. CR2+9/14/2+9. L4. 
276 LNVCC. CRI7/26/17. LS. Olive tinge. Half vessel. 
277 Shell-gritted. CR12-14. LS and 8. 
278 Cream ware. CR14+26. LS. 
279 Cream ware. CR14. LS. Ironstone grit. 
280* OXCC. L4. 
Also fragment of a wall-sided creamware mortarium with thin vertical 
band of red paint, and sherds of LNVCC from a flanged bowl, a plain
rimmed dish, a wide-mouthed bowl, a jug, a carinated bowl with bead 
rim and a 'castor box' and lid. 

Miscellaneous Provenence 
Figure 16. 
Grey ware 
281 CR20. Area I, L+. 
282 CRI5+20/18/15+20. Area 4, 13. 

LNVGW 
283 CR14+15. Area 13, L4,10. 

LNVCC 
284 CR17/26/12 Area I, L21. 
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285 CRS+ll/14/S+1l. Area 1, Ll2. 
286 CR22/26/22. Area 15, L6. 
287 CRl!26/l. Area 6, L+. 
288 CRS!26/S. Area 1, LlD. 
289 CRl//4/2D/4//l. Area 1, L9. 
290* CR2I14+26/2. Area 4, L+. 
291 CRS/14/2D. illegible mark. BumL 
292 CRl!26/l. Area 1, Ll3. 
293 CRS+l1/14/S+1l. Area 1, L4. 
294 CR4!26/4. Area 9, L+. Micaceous slip. 
Also sherds with white painted decoration and a piece with stamped 
circular 'boss' with rouletted edges. 

Shell-gritted 
295 CRS. Area 4, L3. Sooted. 
296 CR2. Area 4, L3. Sooted. 
297 CRS. Area 4, L3. 
298 CR4+14. Area 1, L6. 
299 CRlD. Area 4, L+. 
300 CR12. Unmarked. 
301 Boume/Greetham. CR2S/8/2S. Area 4, L3. 
302 Boume/Greetham. CR2S/S/2S. Area 1, LlD. 
303 Boume/Greetham. CR2S/S/2S. Area 4, L+. 
304 Boume/Greetham. CR2S/S/2S. Area 4, Ll. 

Cream ware 
305 CR26. Area 15, L3. 
306 CR26;14surfaces. Area 13, L+. 
307* CRI4+2619/14+26;11 surface (slip?). Area 4, L3. 
308 CR14. Area 1, L20. 
309 CRI4+26. Area 1, L6. 

Miscellaneous 
310 'London-ware' type. CR19. Area 4, L+. 
311 Romane-British Glazed ware. CRl9;green glaze. Area 9, L+. 
312 Swanpool? CR4/21/4. Area 1, L+. 

Footnotes 
1 Part of this figure is based on the Ordnance Survey 

Map with the permission of the Controller of Her 
Majesty's Stationary Office, Crown Copyright 
Reserved. 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

Vessels 12,14, 18, 25, 27-8, 30-1, 33-5, 37-8, 45, 48, 
56,58-61,65,81,85,97,99, 103, 105, 11-12, 118-19, 
121, 130, 132, 134, 139-40, 144, 148, 157, 163, 165-
76, 179-83, 185-6, 191-2, 202, 216, 241, 246-7, 250, 
282-5, 291, 293-4, 296, 300-06, 308,311-12. 
Various excavations related to the widening of the Al 
Trunk Road between 1956-59. Site directors were 
E.Greenfield, G.webster, B.R.Hartley, J.P.Gillam and 
F.Dakin. Final combined report in preparation. 
First used by Dr M.Aitken to locate kilns during the 
1956-59 excavations. 
F265 at Chesterton; see footnote 7. 
Infonnation on the mortaria and stamps was provided 
by Mrs K.Hartley. 

7 Group details as follows: 
NGF 112 and 3 
NGF 147-9 
NGF 117 
Chesterton F265 (early-mid C2) 
M97 closure (early to mid C2) 
OHF F813 (early-mid C2+) 
OHF F1025 (early-mid C2+) 
OHF F1048 (mid-late C2) 

17928 gms, 
33442 gms, 
4883 gms, 
5562 gms, 
57242 gms, 
25162 gms, 
9873 gms, 
30693 gms, 

1592% 
3916% 
845% 
958% 
5095% 
1589% 
725% 
3117% 
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